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Regardless of the possibilities of modern electronic computing machines, 
it is sti11 of considerable interest to find exact solutions of the equations of motion 
of fl.uids, although they сап Ье found Ьу means of some more severe limitations. 
The fl.ows best investigated so far ате, most certainly, the potential fl.ows of ап 
incompressible fl.uid, which, оп the other hand, cannot Ье arrived at because of the 
viscosity existing in each real fl.uid. These fl.ows have Ьееп best studied thanks partly 
to the properties of the analytical сотрlех functions, i.e. functions the real and 
complex parts of which sati~fy the Cauchy-Riemann equations. In the papers 
cited а method is mentioned that was established for the study of vortex fl.ows of 
the real fl.uid, this method being based оп the application of nonanalytical сотрlех 
functions, that is сотрlех functions depending upon the сотрlех variable х+ју 
and its conjugated value х-ју. Some new solutions were obtained, while in some 
already known solutions а physical interpretation was attributed to certain 
cOn5tants. 

In this paper the following question was put forward : do there exist some 
vortex fl.JWS, for the investigation cf which the analytical сотрlех functions could 
Ье used, i.e. сотрlех functions that а:.-е exclusiveIy related to the investigation of 
potential fl.ows of ап incompressible fl.uid? The an'>wer is positive: there exist ~uch 
functions. Опе of such classes of vortex fI..:>ws was related to the analytical сотрlех 
function<; Ьу Konstantin Voronjec, while cer1ain re~u:ts јп this connection were 
obtainrd Ьу the author of the present paper. These results were not published so 
far, and their publication is being undertaken at the present occasion as yet ап other 
appreciation of our great teacher, Professor Konstant:n Pet{ovic Voronjec. 

If а stationary pse~du two dimensional fl.ow (vz=O) of ап incompressibIe 
--+ --+ ->-

fl.uid (div v=O) is considered, provided v 11 rot v, then the dynamical equations 
are automatical1y satisfied, and the energy of the fl.uid fl.ow remains constant in. 
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the flow space in terms of time. For the investigation of the kinematics of such 
fiows the foIlowing equations are available: 

(1) 
дvх дvу О --"-+ _.<... = . 
дх ду 

Тће third equation of this system shows that the velocity square does not depend 

оп z, because that equation сап Ье rewritten in the form of д (vx
2 + v/) = о, 

дz 
while the remaining three equations are satisfied Ьу the functions <р=<р (х, у, z) 
and ф=ф (х, у, z) Ьу means of the relations 

(2) 
д<р дф 

Vx = = , 
дх ду 

д<р дф 
vy = = ---=-. 

ду дх 

It should ье noted that the functions <р and Ф represent neither the velocity poten
tial nor the flow function. Јп fact, Ф represents flow surfaces, which define flow 
lines at their intersections with planes z=const. Оп the other hand, <р represents 
famiIies of surfaces that are perpendicular to the surfaces ф=сопst. Provided the 
variable z is attributed а role of а parameter, then оп the grounds of equations (2), 
it is possible to conclude that 

w (х + ју; z) = <р (х, у; z) + i Ф (х, у; z) 

1S ап analytica1 complex function, and that еуеп its derivative 

(3) 
dw -.. -=ve-I&=v, 

d(x+iy) 

is also ап analytical complex function (where v is the velocity magnitude, .& 
Ље angle between this velocity vector and the x-axis). Also, In ~ln v-i.& is ап 
analytical complex function that satisfies the Cauchy-Riemann equations: 

(4) 
д(Iпv) д( -.&) 

= , д (Јп v) 
= -

д ( - .&) 
• 

дх ду ду дх 

Тће Ieft hand sides of the equations (4) do not depend upon z, since the velocity 
square does depend оп х, у only. But, because of the conditions (2), the projections 
Vz and VII of the velocity v depend оп z, this requiring that .&=.& (х, у, z). Ве
cause of (4), this function must ћауе the fol1owing form: 

.& (х, у, z) ='&1 (х, у) +.&2 (z). 
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Тhus, from (3) one obtains 

w (х, у; z)=e- I &2 Ј 'Oe- l &l d(x+iy), 

since the function w is determined to the additive constant accuracy. Тће result 
of the integration is 

(5) 

or 
ср (х, у. z) = ft (х, у) COS.&2 (z) +12 (х, у) sin.&2 (z), 

Ф (х, у; z) = -11 (х, у) sin.&2 (z) +12 (х, у) COS.&2 (Z). 

• 

Тће equations (2) show that the functions 11(Х,У) and 12(Х,У) satisfy the Cauchy
-Riemann conditions: 

(6) 
дll дl2 
дх = ду , 

дl1 дl2 
= - • 

ду дх 

Therefore, any potential flow that is determined Ьу the complex potential 
/1 (х, у)+јI2 (х, у), саn ье used to formulate these classes of the pseudo-plain 
vortex flows of an incompressible fluid. In literature, these flows are cal1ed 
helicoidal flows. Тће magnitude of the vortex is 

-+- -+- -+ d.&2 
2 (U = rot 'о = - 'о • 

dz 

It is quite natural to raise the following. question: саn а real fluid (у :;60, 
where v is the kinematic viscosity) flow also under these conditions? TWs is, in 
fact, reduced to the question: can the velocity projections 

дl1 () д.f2 . Q. ( ) vx = cos .&2 Z + sIn 1]"2 z, 
дх дх 

д/1 (д12 • Q. ( ) 'Оу = cos .&2 z) + sIn 1]"2 Z , 
ду ду 

satisfy the dynamic equations for а stationary flow of а viscous incompressible 
fluid: 

(7) 

д 

дх 

д 

ду 

д 

дz 

'02 Р -+ -и =уА.'Ох, 
2 Р 

'02 Р -+ - U =уА. 'oz. 
2 р 
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Here, и is the potential of external forces, р is the pressure and р the fluid density. 
Since vz=O, the last equation of the system (7) shows that in this type of flow 
the total energy must not depend оп z. The functions 11 and 12 are harmoni~ 
ones, and, therefore, 

Av = дЈ;. d2coS.&2(Z) + дЈ! d2sin.&2(z) 
х д х dz2 д х dz2 ' 

Av = дј1 
у ду dz2 

, 

and, thus, the solution of the first equations of the system (7) is as follows: 

v2 Р и .r ( ) d2 cos .&2 (z) f: ( ) d2 sin .&2 (z) С - + - = v Ј 1 х, У + 2 х, У + . 
2 р dz2 dz2 

Since, the left-hand side of this system depends оп х and у onIy, we must have 

d2 СО$.&2 (z) = С 
dz2 l' 

d2 sin .&2 (z) _ С 
dz2 - 2' 

Тhe solutions of these equations are: 

Thus, the problem is solved formal1y. However, the condition 

cos2 .&2 (z) + sin2 .&2 (z) = 1 

cannot Ье satisfied since the constants С1 , С2, • •• are real. Therefore, the pseudo
-plain stationary flow of а viscous incompl"es&ible fluid, in which the velocity vector 

..... 
would Ье colinear with the vorticity rot v, cannot Ье established without some 
special forces. 

Final1y, yet another class of vortex flows is obtainable Ьу means of the analy
tical complex functions. For example, let а nonVi5COU& fluid (v=O) Ье con<,idered . 

..... 
Then, the compatibility condition for the dynamic equations (v, grad 2 <.t»=0 
indicates that 2 <.t> = 2 <.t> (ф). Ву а wel1 known methcd it is possible to set lines that 

..... 
al"e orthogonal to the lines ф. Now, in fact, we ћауе that л v =grad qJ, where 
л (х, у), for the time being is an arbit1ary function of the variables х, у. The 
last expression together with the continuity eqllation lead to the fol1owing 
relationships: 

1 дqJ дф 
'lJ = = 
х Л дх ду' 

1 дqJ дф 
'v =-. = -
у л ду дх' 

._----
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whence it fol1ows that 

Ll ср = _1 (grad л, grad ср) = д (л, ф) , 
л д(х, у) 

Llф= 1 
л 

(grad л, grad ф) = 1 д (л, ср) • 
1.2 д(х, у) 

It is noted that 2 (,)=-Ll ф=о, when 1.=1. (ср). Thus, for the case of а vortex 
:flow л must depend оп ср and ф, or оп ф, on1y. It wi1l Ье assumed that 
л=/, (ф). Тћеn, Ll ср=О, and 

дср д! 
~=--'-, 

дх ду 

дср д! 
= - • 

ду дх 

This means that ср+ј! is аn analytical complex function. 
Since, 

д! =/' (ф) дф, 
дх дх 

д/ =/' (ф) дф, 
ду ду 

there follows that 

Since Ll ф=-2 (,) (ф), it also fol1ows that v2=v2 (ф). It саn ье readily shown 
that in this case 

2(,)(ф)= __ d 
dф 

V
2 Р -+ -и. 

2 р 

Finally, for the determination of the function ср + i/, we shall use the plain of the 
complex velocity 

From this equation we have 
-

ln(лv)=ln (Лv)-i.&, 

and, also, 
д(lnлv) д ( _ . .&) д(lnлv) д(-&) 

дх ду 
, = - . 

ду дх 
-

Since both л and v depend оnlу оп ф, it is convenient to consider ср and Ф 
as variables, that is to operate with ср and /(ф). It that case, the Cauchy-Riemann 
equations lead to the following expressions: 

d(ln ЛV) д& V x д& 
- = - - , 

df дср vy д! 

d(lnлv) д& vy д.& 
---'--- ~ = - . 

d/ дср V x д/ 
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The summation of these expressions will yield 

_ д& 'lJ" + 'lJy =0, 
дЈ 'lJy 'lJ" 

whence it follows that & does not depend оп ј, ј.е. that .&=.& (!р). Тhш, both pre
ceding equations are reduced to а single one, 

d(lnл'lJ) d& 
= =const=k, 

. dJ d!p 

since the left-hand side of the last equation depends оп ф, while the right-hand 
side depends оп !р. Therefore, the solutions are as follows: 

ln (л 'lJ) = kj, &-k!p, 
and, we have 

or, finally, 
• 

if Ј 1 
!р+l = --k nz. 

Ву separating this function into its real and imaginary part, one can obtain 
the functions !р and f. Each function Ф (ј) determines а flow field that satisfies 
аН conditions set. 
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